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Letters and emails to Olney Town Council 

September 2020 meeting 
 

 

1. A resident asked for the following questions to be put to the 

council:  

 

I. Why have quarterly reports with expenditure over £500 

and details of tender contracts exceeding £5000 not been 

published since 2018?   

 

II. Why have the annual reports for 2018/19 & 2019/20 not 

been published, particularly as the 2017/18 accounts 

appear to have been qualified by the auditors?  

 

III. Why have minutes of various committees and meetings 

since 2019 not been published?  

 

OTC Response  

Olney Town Council thanks you for bringing this to our attention.  

 The new clerk appointed July 19 and deputy appointed in October 

were not aware of this requirement, nor was the new chair of 

finance appointed June 18. The previous incumbents in those 

roles were experienced but did not pass on the information that 

needed to be on the web site. In addition, there was no meaningful 

handover so we cannot explain why they didn’t ensure the correct 

information was on the website as required. However, we are 

working hard to update the website with all the required 

information.  

  

Committee meetings minutes have not been published because of 

a huge backlog left for the incumbent staff and a capacity issue 

within the Council office. This is being addressed with the utmost 

urgency. All current meeting papers are being uploaded and the 

office is working on adding the required minutes.   
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2. As per the notification of the Extraordinary meeting of OTC, a 

resident made a statement and asked a question of the council. 

The resident then declared an interest stating that they are 

married to one of the recently resigned councillors from OTC, 

however stated that the views within this statement are their 

own. The resident stated that the recent resignation of 

numerous councillors and the public meetings in which rude 

and bullying behaviour was clearly prevalent, and a weak 

apology made in retrospect, has led to my perception of the 

council as an unpleasant and toxic environment to work in. The 

resident was sure that the view held was representative of 

many in the town given the vocal response on social media. 

With multiple positions on the council now being available, 

concerns were felt that many capable and caring candidates will 

not put themselves forward for fear of becoming either 

associated with, or a victim of, obnoxious behaviours. How is 

OTC addressing the underlying issues within the council to 

encourage the public to become part of a revitalised, passionate 

team?   

 

OTC Response  

The resignation of Councillors is a matter for them, some have 

retired, and others have for many years not worked within the 

rules of council behaviour and as a result found working to a 

formal Code of Conduct and Standing Orders a constraint they 

didn’t wish to work within.  
 

Rudeness and bullying have been present for a good number of 

years in the Council. 
 

It is with regret to note that some very good hard-working 

committed councillors over the years have left because of 

longstanding self-serving Councillors oppressive behaviours.  
 

Working to a nationally recognised formal Code of Conduct and 

Model Standing Orders as we do now has removed the 

opportunity for such behaviours. 
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The current team of Councillors and staff are working together 

to trying to build a sustainable budget (the Council general 

reserves have been decimated over the past ten years) and put 

in place formal working practices to support a well-run Council. 

With Elections in May 21 we want to hand over to the new 

Council an organisation which they can be proud to be part of 

and that is serving the community and not only the wishes of 

individual Councillors.  

 

It was also requested that OTC should consider employing a 

traffic warden to penalise bad parking. This would mean an 

investment in resource, however the revenue from the fines 

may help OTC invest further in the community.  

  

OTC Response  

OTC is working with others to see if it is practical to join forces 

with other parishes to employ a traffic warden, the cost would 

be entirely ours and OTC cannot receive any revenue from the 

fines. The parking notices must be issued by MKC and 

consequently they gain the income from any fines.  

  

3. A statement received requested that OTC maintain, keep 

clean and open the public toilets. It stated, for Olney to service 

its community and visitors to the community, public facilities are 

required, whether at the marketplace or recreational fields.   

  

4. A resident understood that OTC is considering permanent 

closure of the marketplace and recreation ground toilets. The 

resident stated that this would be disastrous. The threat of 

public shopping on the internet is very high, further accelerated 

by the current pandemic. Residents and visitors to Olney would 

expect there to be public facilities available to them, and if not, 

then many will go elsewhere. The shops, cafes and markets will 

suffer a loss that will seriously threaten their viability. It is not 

feasible for pubs, shops, and other facilities to open their toilets 

to the public. As for the recreation ground, the recent 
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experience with wild swimmers has demonstrated that a lack of 

toilets results in a mess and stench in the hedgerows. The OTC 

website states that an important responsibility with the council is 

for the provision of facilities for the town and specifically 

mentions 3 facilities: dog poo bins, child swings and the public 

toilets in 2 locations. We are paying for these facilities in our 

precept which I am sure nobody objects to. The precept is £18 

which is a relatively modest sum, which surely could be 

increased if there are problems funding the crucial toilet facility. 

If the town could fund this up to now, why has the cost of 

cleaning the toilets now become an issue and why has this 

year’s budget become inadequate within 6 months. The 

protection and funding of key facilities should be the primary 

responsibility of our town council and therefore a key element of 

our council tax. I would urge councillors to reject this proposal to 

close the toilets and, as necessary, seek ways of funding these 

essential facilities.   

  

5. A resident urged Councillors to keep the public 

conveniences open. The resident of Olney, for over 30 years, 

considered the toilets to be vital to the town. Refurbishment is 

required, but that is because they are used regularly and have 

not been updated. Options to go home and use their own 

facilities or use other local shops/restaurants conveniences are 

not satisfactory solutions not practical or quick. The toilets on 

the marketplace are regularly used. The elderly need to know 

that there are facilities nearby when they shop. This is also true 

for people with certain medical needs. With regards to using 

pubs and restaurants, would the managers of these 

establishments been asked how they feel about this, particularly 

in the present climate? If the market traders needed to use 

toilets, then port-a-loos would be needed to be rented and 

made available every time the markets are on. Regarding the 

toilets at the recreation ground, it has already been made very 

clear what happens when the public toilets are not available. 

Various figures have been bandied about in keeping the toilets 

open, without any clarity on how they have been calculated. A 
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charge should be made to use the toilets as happens in a lot of 

towns, alternatively the possibility of having an extra charge put 

on the rates may be more palatable if residents could see the 

quotes that have been acquired. If Olney is to remain a thriving 

town then it is imperative that the public conveniences are 

provided. It should now be up to the residents of Olney to 

decide on the fate of them. They should be able to vote on them 

and not just respond to a poll on Facebook which not everybody 

has access to.   

  

6. A local resident shares concerns about the public toilets. The 

council should consider the following points:  

Our country is facing the worst public health crisis for a 

generation therefore any facilities that provide a space for safe, 

clean services for handwashing should be considered against 

the risk of a local increase of the transmission of the virus and 

subsequent risks for health for our community. The closure 

would have a detrimental impact on the most vulnerable people 

in our community. Many people, especially those that are 

returning from shielding are dealing with anxiety about returning 

to doing normal things, and if toilets are closed this will add to 

the terrible mental health impact already being endured. Our 

values as a caring community are undermined if we have to 

take these facilities away. We owe it to our community to 

support the continued access to these facilities. I would urge the 

council to find sensible, sustainable solutions to maintain and 

keep open the toilet facilities for the safety of the people of 

Olney.   

  

7. A resident wrote in support of keeping the public toilets 

open.    

We are in the fortunate position of already having an attractive 

little ‘loo block’ on the Market Place, purpose-built (many towns 

would be envious of this.) This is obviously important to the 

residents whilst out shopping with or without children; council 

workers; market-stall holders and anyone who needs to use a 

loo while out in the town or driving through. It was stated that 
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people, especially those with young children, would be put off 

visiting a place of interest if there were no facilities available.    

Most other towns have a small charge in place to use the 

toilets.    

If there is any money available at all, why not use it firstly to 

modernise the loos, to enable easier cleaning. Put a small 

charge for use - 20 - 50 pence; employ someone to clean them 

properly and to keep them in good order, on a decent rate of 

pay - but not £700 per week!    

There may be people around who would take on this job and 

take a pride in doing it. Now that people are restricted in 

travelling further afield, and with the large housing expansion 

that is taking place in the town, public toilets and the supply of 

adequate waste-bins around the town, are of utmost importance 

if Olney is to thrive and to remain clean and tidy.   

 

8. A local resident stated that with young children and elderly 

parents they have often found the need to use these toilets. It 

was felt that there is a requirement for a public convenience to 

be open and available for residents and visitors to the town. 

Pre-Covid we had many people visit Olney for Dickins, sports 

events, market days, even bus tours arrived in Olney with circa 

50 people on board who would disembark at the bus stop 

opposite the Bull. When things return to normal and the visitor 

numbers increase again, it does not seem appropriate or right 

to expect people to use the facilities within the coffee shops and 

pubs in the area.  Please can you find a suitable solution 

to ensure this valuable resource is not lost.    

Residents deserve to have a say in the matter, and it is not 

accepted that the only solution is to close the facility due to 

costs. Every avenue needs to be explored.    

  

9. A resident of Olney for over 27 years wrote in with concern 

over the public toilets.  

Concerns that without these facilities people will not feel 

comfortable shopping locally and instead will resort to going 
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to Tesco’s/ Morrison's and Sainsbury’s in Milton Keynes where 

they can shop in comfort and convenience.   

All of the larger stores have WCs and if you want to encourage 

Olney residents to shop locally then they need to be able to do 

it in comfort knowing that there are facilities open for them to 

use.   

The resident pointed out that they have been grateful to pop in 

when needed and would hesitate to shop locally anymore if 

these conveniences were shut.   

We have seen the inconsiderate behaviours of what people do 

when they have nowhere to go and I hate to think of the 

alternative if these WCs are removed.   

If Olney is a town to be proud of then we need to ensure we can 

offer these facilities for residents, visitors, market traders and 

anyone who is in need. The resident stated that the decision 

should be a practical one and not a political one.   

  

OTC Response 

The Council closed the toilets on 23rd March on the phone 

advice of Public Health England. There was never any 

suggestion that OTC would close the Public toilets permanently. 

 

At a Recs and Services meeting in February 2020 Councillor 

Deirdre Bethune raised the option used in other towns of 

hospitality venues providing the public toilet facility as the 

suggestion of refurbishment at great cost was not popular. The 

Councillor then volunteered to talk with the hospitality providers 

in the town. This survey didn’t happen as Covid intervened.  
 

There has never been a proposal to close the toilets other than 

when advised by PHE at the beginning of Lock Down. 

The Council is looking at how best it can keep the toilets open 

and free to use. Charging is complicated and probably not 

viable. A full public consultation on the budget will be had in 

January. 

  


